Molecular descriptions of macroscopic ensembles depend critically on the accuracy with which the various intermolecular forces involved are described. The intermolecular potential energy surface (IPS) is, in general, the key to the understanding of intermolecular forces. Because of this, small, weakly bound clusters have become the subject of intense interest due to their "simple" nature and their impact on the structure and chemistry of aqueous environments, most notably biological systems. '-4 Indeed, there have been a number of studies in the far-infrared (FIR) and infrared which bear directly on these issues by sampling vibrationrotation-tunneling (VRT) modes intimately associated with theIPS [Ar-HCl, (HCl) .~ Sub-doppler spectra have been obtained for Ar-D,O and Ar-DOH in the 490-720 GHz range using the tunable FIR laser sideband/planar' supersonic jet spectrometer at Caltech. The experimental apparatus used is similar to that used by the Berkeley group,7,8 and will be reported in detail elsewhere.'* Formic acid lasers at 584.4 and 693.0 GHz have been used in this study. Gas mixtures of Ar and H,O/D,O/ DOH were prepared by passing Ar gas over a 50/50 mixture of Hz0 and D,O at room temperature. A total of 179 lines were found, of which 110 are assigned to Ar-DOH or Ar-D,O, and 69 are unassigned. Lines due to H,O/D,O monomers and dimers were removed by chemistry tests, while those due to Ar-H,O were removed based on assignments made by Cohen et aL8 Ar-DOH and Ar-D20 transitions were assigned on the basis of ground-state microwave data and combination differences13 (and by using pure D20). A complete listing of the observed transition frequencies is uJ Packard Fellow, Sloan Fellow, and Presidential Young Investigator. available as supplementary material from the AIP Physics Auxiliary Publication Service (PAPS). l4
The transitions observed (solid arrows) as well as_Cor-iolis interactions (double-headed arrows) are shown in 
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